Yamaha 150 water pump replacement

The water pump on your Yamaha Outboard Motor has a special seal over the trim tab that you
need to remove in order to access the bolts that hold the water pump in place. Replacing the
water pump will take you about an hour to complete. The Yamaha motor water pump needs to
be replaced about once a year to be maintained properly for the motor to run efficiently. You
can purchase a kit that will allow you to repair the existing water pump or simply replace the old
one. Remove the hose from the water pump outlet by undoing the clamp with a screwdriver and
sliding the clamp up the hose. Slide the hose away from the outlet valve. Undo the clips that are
underneath the trim tab of the lower cowling of your Yamaha Outboard Motor and slide the
lower cowling away from the upper cowling, being careful to slide out the motor and shifting
shafts inside the cowling as well. Detach the black plastic cover that is located over the trim tab
with a socket wrench so you can access the bolts that will let you remove the water pump.
Unbolt the cover of the water pump by using a socket wrench to remove the 6 bolts that are
holding the cover in place. You will find the cover on top of the lower cowling, surrounding the
motor shaft. When the water pump is detached, lift it over the motor shaft to remove it from the
motor. Inspect the impeller on the inside of the water pump for any signs of damage or debris.
Take the stainless steel gaskets off of the lower cowling and clean any debris from the area.
Lower the new stainless steel gaskets on to the lower cowling of the Yamaha outboard motor
and place the new water pump on top of the cowling by lowering pump down over the motor
shaft and placing it in position over the mounting bolts. Reattach the nuts over the mounting
bolts of the water pump and tighten them with a socket wrench. Place the plastic cover over the
top of the bolts and reattach with a mounting bolt. Slide the motor and shifting shafts back
inside the upper engine cowling and then connect the two pieces of the motor together until the
trim tabs are joined. Use the clips under the lower trim tab to connect the two pieces. Reattach
the hose to the water pump outlet with a screwdriver and reposition the motor onto the boat.
Carl Pruit has been a freelance writer since , specializing in service journalism and travel. His
work has appeared on various websites. Items you will need Water pump rebuild kit for yamaha
outboard motor Screwdriver Socket wrench set. Tips When removing the water pump, be
careful not to damage or scratch the motor shaft. Last search: 67 days ago Update Now. Just
wondering if this is the correct repair kit for my motor.. A few of the the ratings mention to
purchase also two items not included in the kit. Some call them nylon compression rind and
metal cap, others call them metal sleeve and fiber sleeve or collar and spacer. Is it possible to
get the part number for these items. Thank you in advance. Hello Bob, 61A-WA is the old part
number for the water pump kit. They are the same part. Let me know if you need anything else.
Max Barrett Customer Support Agent max crowleymarine. Yes, that would be the correct kit for
your application. The only thing it does not include is the upper housing. I've got a FTXR and
water pump repair kit 61A-WA shows up for my boat, but the fitment guide at the bottom doesn't
list for this model motor. Can you point me to the correct part of confirm if this is the correct
part number? I have not completed the repair as of yet, because there is one piece I still need.
At the end of last season my overheat alarm was going off when idling out of a large no-wake
zone. I decided it had been 2 years so it was time to replace the water pump impeller. I have
looked over the process and while I have not done the work yet, it looks to be incredibly
straightforward, and between the repair kit and the new housing I think this should solve my
cooling issues. I should be completing this, this weekend if I receive the housing in time.
Genuine Yamaha parts at unbeatable prices from a local dealer, what more can I ask for? Have
removed power head, lower unit, upper casing, oil pan and middle casing. Replacing all gaskets
and seals. Fingers crossed. Installation of the water pump kit is straightforward and well
documented on the internet and I won't cover that here. This particular model has a drive shaft
collar and spacer to lock the impeller in place and must be removed to get the impeller off. The
plastic spacer can be easily damaged during removal. The kit did not include a new spacer or
collar. I was able to reuse the old one even though it was cracked. I had trouble getting the
lower gear case back on. It ended up being the shift rod had slightly twisted and wasn't in
neutral. Before installing, verify the throttle control lever is in neutral, then verify the shift rod on
the lower gear case is in neutral. I used pliers to twist the shift rod back and forth get it in
neutral. Afterwards the foot slipped right on. Was not able to fix after replacing thermostats,
water pump, relief valve and several other thing. All easy things to replace. Doing this job every
other year made removal of the lower unit and removal of the existing raw water pump
componants a pretty straightfoward job for me and, I would think anyone with basic machanical
ability. The only challenge is removal of the shaft collar. This can be difficult, as it becomes
pressed onto the shaft below the pump housing. Youtube clips show some mechanics using a
self-fashioned puller. Not having such a tool, the collar can be pried loose, but one risks
bending it under the pressure of doing so. In addition, the plastic spacer beneath the collar is
very delicate and easy to crack. I've learned, just order a new Collar and Spacer with the kit

the're inexpensive remove them anyway you can and install the kit. Everything else you need is
provided and is top quality. Water pump replacement. I originally ordered the wrong repair kit.
My motor takes the longer wear plate. Some motors take the shorter wear plate. Nonetheless I
ordered the longer wear plate and gasket and installed it. No big deal. Removed lower unit,
completely disassembled, checked bearings, replaced all seals and O-rings. Reinstalled lower
unit. Filled with lower unit oil to proper level. Noise is gone. Place motor in forward gear
Remove dolphin fin. Remove bolt under fin. Remove second bolt next to bolt under fin Loosen
all 6 outer bolts holding foot of motor. Drop foot down with bolts holding in place. Remove 5 of
the bolts. Hold foot and remove last bolt and drop foot from motor. Remove pump housing. All
the videos didn't show how to remove the retailer clip on top of casing for the impeller. Would
of save a lot of time. All you need to do is to prey up the metal cover and remove the plastic
retailer. Note, also should purchase a new retaining bushing and clip sleeve that holds the
impeller in place when doing this job. A little pure honey on the o- rings will also keep them in
place when reinstalling. Also don't forget a small dab of grease on the stainless steel housing
and bottom plate so it doesn't run dry on the first start up. Also found the a zip tie works well to
hold the blades to slip the housing over than just cut and remove and slide the rest of the way
on. My repair went smoothly until I attempted to remove the impeller, which is held down onto
the pump plate by a nylon compression ring and a metal cap the cap is tapped down onto the
ring. There are 3 washers 1 wave washer sandwiched between 2 flat washers between the
impeller and the nylon compression ring. To make a long story shorter, because of the
deteriorated condition of the nylon compression ring, I was unable to remove it without
damaging it. In the process, I also boogered the cap a bit. Because the nylon compression ring
and the metal cap are NOT included in the water pump rebuild kit, I had to run out to my local
marina to buy replacements - at a premium price I might add. The moral of the story is that you
may want to purchase a new nylon compression ring and metal cap when you purchase the
water pump rebuild kit. Doing so will save you time, money and aggravation should you run into
the same problem that I did. This guide is to be used as a reference only. You must verify
fitment using your model or serial number. Please note: Some of the included items may not be
available for purchase separately and won't be listed here. Parts Diagrams: Select Your Engine.
Year Engine Model Go. This product is not being produced anymore however may still be
available through other dealers. Last search: 67 days ago Update Now No searched locations
carry this part. Application Guide. Spyros 9 months ago. Answer: Yes, that will work with your
motor. Roger 9 months ago. Randy 9 months ago. Tanner 9 months ago. Kevin 9 months ago.
Answer: Yes, this kit will work with your application. Greg 10 months ago. Velin Sims 11 months
ago. Answer: Yes, this kit will work with your motor. Answer: Yes, this will be the correct kit for
your motor. Scott Gillihan Sep, 20 Answer: The needed part will be 61A-WA Thank you. Misty
Weathers May, 23 Answer: Yes, this part will fit your engine. Edmund Schmidt Mar, 19 Leigh
Osborn Dec, 12 Answer: Yes, that would be the correct kit for your application. Dennis O Nov,
20 Answer: Yes, That would be the correct water pump kit for your model. Part number 61A-WA
Answer: The correct kit you would need to order is 61A-WA Great Customer Service. Easy to
work with. Even though it took longer than we expected to get our order, each time I e-mailed to
ask for an update, it was always answered courteously and quickly. The reason for the delay
was not due to Crowley Marine, so they had little control over the delay in shipment. We would
order from them again! These guys speak Yamaha like no others. Lowest prices, strong
inventory, even in these times and outstanding customer service. What else is there - but ducks
and fish 6 months ago by J Wayne. Excellent Excellent 6 months ago by Frank. Very nice Very
nice 8 months ago by Jesse. Very responsive. Order was very accurate. It would help if the
order included diagrams and instructions on waterpump replacement, or directions on where I
could access diagrams and instructions. Excellent source for marine parts best prices I could
find. Parts are delivered either on time or early Excellent source for marine parts best prices I
could find. Parts are delivered either on time or early 9 months ago by James. Great and fast
Great and fast 9 months ago by Sandra. Customer service is awesome, tech was very helpful
Customer service is awesome, tech was very helpful 9 months ago by Gary A. I have dealt with
Crowley multiple times and every time it has been great. Repair Difficulty Medium Repair Time 1
to 2 hours I have dealt with Crowley multiple times and every time it has been great. Problem
fixed: Overheat alarm going off I have not completed the repair as of yet, because there is one
piece I still need. Problem fixed: routine maintenance ordered water pump kit easy to install and
all necessary parts were included. Wet fast shipping and correct parts definitely would shop
again Wet fast shipping and correct parts definitely would shop again 10 months ago by Craig.
Excellent service. I had to call about a particular part that did not have a picture with it and the
technician was very helpful. Problem fixed: Water in engine oil. Unresolved at this point. A great
experience! They called to make sure they were sending the right part and it arrived quickly and

works great. Excellent Excellent 11 months ago by Jackie. Great from start to finish Great from
start to finish 11 months ago by Robert. Fast shipping and good prices. Jan, 20 by David.
Problem fixed: Install water pump kit. Very helpful staff. Products shipped quickly. Jan, 15 by
Will. Jan, 03 by William. Jan, 02 by Steve. Always a great experience. Have previously bought
items from Crowley marine and everything always arrives in a timely matter and items are
reasonably priced. Dec, 05 by Ludwig. Nov, 14 by joseph. Oct, 07 by Chris. Sep, 17 by Matteo
Gianni. Ordering was simple. Got order within 4 days. Sep, 11 by William. Problem fixed: Over
heating in idle, Was not able to fix after replacing thermostats, water pump, relief valve and
several other thing. Very good experience! Fast, efficient and competitive. Aug, 28 by John.
Very helpful and knowledgable. Will go back again. Aug, 22 by Joseph. Jul, 29 by James.
Excellent website, easy to locate parts. Jul, 19 by Joseph. Problem fixed: Age of old impeller
Replaced the water pump because the last time I did it was Parts were correct, easy to order,
and shipped fast. I will definitely order from Crowley again Parts were correct, easy to order,
and shipped fast. I will definitely order from Crowley again Jul, 01 by Michael. Problem fixed:
Alarm over heating Replace water pump. Everything was as advertised. On time delivery. Jun,
25 by Jesse. Jun, 24 by Jerome. Great customer service. Parts are easy to identify and ship
quickly. Would definitely use Crowley Marine again Great customer service. Would definitely
use Crowley Marine again Jun, 14 by Chester. Jun, 03 by Randal. Jun, 03 by Corey. May, 23 by
Roy. Everything went very smoothly!!! Apr, 29 by Knute. Fast shipping easy to find parts using
the schematics. Go to site to find all your factory parts. Apr, 22 by Dustin. Easy to Use Website
with Plenty of Info. Fast Shipping and well-packaged products. Apr, 15 by Brian. Apr, 02 by
Thomas. Apr, 01 by Dharman. It was great It was great Mar, 11 by Ed. Problem fixed: Engine
over heating Replaced water pump and thermostats. Problem cured. Will be doing business
with you again. Feb, 12 by Johnny. Pump repair kit contained most of what I needed. Lightning
fast delivery. Fair price. Note: Not being a professional, and not possessing a puller, I scarred
up the Drive Shaft Collar and broke the plastic Spacer during removal. I knew this was likely
from previous changes and ordered them separately. I would recommend those being added to
the repair kit. Feb, 07 by Rocco. Problem fixed: Hr. Very good technical help is only a phone call
away. I buy all my outboard parts from Crowley Marine. Jan, 25 by Mike. Problem fixed: I fish in
shallow water most of the time so I'm constantly running sand and dirt through my water pump.
I change my water pump on an annual basis. It only takes an hour or so and you're done. Jan,
23 by Mitch. Jan, 16 by Mike. Fantastic experience. All the parts were as stated and everything
was correct Fantastic experience. Very easy site to use and parts arrived as indicated. Repair
Difficulty Medium Repair Time 30 to 60 mins Very easy site to use and parts arrived as
indicated. Jul, 26 by David. It was fine. Thanks It was fine. Thanks Jun, 15 by Jeff. Excellent,
knowledgeable staff, friendly service. Jun, 12 by Craig. Problem fixed: Lower unit making noise
Removed lower unit, completely disassembled, checked bearings, replaced all seals and
O-rings. Bueno Bueno Jun, 05 by Paul. May, 30 by James. Store was great. There is 2 parts that
are needed that are not in the Kit. Above the impeller there is a metal sleeve and fiber sleeve
that locks the impeller down. I need these two parts May, 04 by Louis. Problem fixed: Routine
Maintenance Place motor in forward gear Remove dolphin fin. Problem fixed: Replace water
impeller All the videos didn't show how to remove the retailer clip on top of casing for the
impeller. Grreat help. Great knowledge. Good prices! Mar, 27 by Kevin. Feb, 05 by David. Best of
the best. Dec, 27 by Dimitar. Dec, 06 by Paul. Oct, 30 by PAUL. Oct, 23 by william. Oct, 06 by
Rich. The products are easy to order. Takes way to long to recieve them. Sep, 15 by M James.
Problem fixed: Impeller replacement Replaced impeller with original parts. Jul, 31 by Kevin. Jul,
07 by neil. The ab
the home plow
2010 honda cbr 600rr
bathroom sink faucet parts diagram
ility to locate parts is great but on my order they missed a the repair kit, when i wanted to start
the work on my outboard and opened the box I discovered the missing parts, i was
dissapointed. After a follow e-mail and call i did receive the parts about 3 days later but lost the
planned day to perform the repairs. Jun, 06 by Alexis. Fast shipping. Great prices. Jun, 05 by
Jack. Excellent service Excellent service May, 12 by Robert. Nice websight, they had everything
I required. Will be a repeat customer. Apr, 26 by John. Apr, 24 by Steven. Fast shipping and
worked as exspected. Just like buying from home town. Apr, 24 by John. Problem fixed: Water
pump not circulating well out check hole. Apr, 19 by Tony. Everything that I needed in one place
and fast shipping. Feb, 02 by Shane. Excellent shopping experience Great service, fast delivery!
Jan, 23 by Gilberto. Exactly what I needed at a great price and fast shipping! Customer service
was quick to respond to emails also. Dec, 23 by Don.

